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By Duane Thomas, Photo by Ed Leavitt
Shooting with one hand only, either right or

left, is generally perceived as one of the most dif-
ficult shooting skills. It’s something that most peo-
ple just aren’t very good at. Those who are pos-
sess an immense advantage over those who
aren’t, whether it’s at a match or in a self-defense
situation if one arm is injured and you have to
fight with only one hand on the gun. There are
two theories on how to hold the gun while shoot-
ing one-hand only, as far as the angle at which
you should orient the gun. This first is to cant the
gun inward, i.e. if shooting right hand only have a
leftward cant and vice versa to “align the bones
and muscles for
better recoil con-
trol.” Most of the
really good shoot-
ers, by contrast, in
my experience will
tell you to keep the
gun straight up-
and-down with, as
much as possible,
the elbow oriented
toward the ground
rather than toward
the outside; thus
the gun will tend
to recoil much as it
does when firing
from a two-hand
grip, straight up-and-down, with much more con-
sistent sight tracking. After considerable experi-
mentation, I’ve found I shoot best with a cant but
a VERY slight cant.

There are also two theories on how much to
bend the arm. Either flex it slightly or lock it out.
I’ve found that, for me, it works much better to
lock out. Whichever hand I’m not using gets
placed flat on the center of my chest.

There are three theories on what to do with the
shooting hand thumb. Flag it high against the slide
in a hitchhiker’s position “to give the maximum
contact between your hand and the gun.” Curl it
down “to give a stronger grip.” Or, if you shoot
with a straight thumbs grip already, just point it
straight at the target. I’ve experimented with all
three, they all work just about as well for me.
Since I already shoot with a straight-thumbs grip, I
just stick with pointing my thumb straight, aligned
along the juncture between the slide and frame on
a Glock, or riding the safety lever on a 1911, to
minimize variables in my shooting.

There are two theories on how to angle your
body. Either stand in your normal shooting
stance, which for a right hander generally will
have the left foot slightly forward, then just drop
one arm and stay in that stance. The other is to
blade the body with the side you’re shooting
from forward. When I’m at a class I’ll do

whichever the instructor wants since I can make
either technique work. But when left to my own
devices I blade, with a radical forward lean to get
my body weight committed behind the gun.
However those techniques are just what works
for ME. You need to find what works for YOU.

One thing I find does help immensely, and I’ll
say this is the way to go for everyone, in the
LHO/RHO arena is, as with a standard draw, to
get the gun up in front of your face as soon as pos-
sible so you can see the sights and be aligning
them while the gun is still moving out toward the
target. Prep the trigger also while the gun is still
moving toward the target so that at the end there’s

very little left to
do, just a slight
increase in pres-
sure on the trigger
to fire the gun.

Many people,
when telling you
how to improve
any aspect of your
shooting, will start
their advice with,
“Go out to the
range and practice
X…” With
absolutely no
offense meant to
anyone who gives
that advice, I real-

ly don’t think that’s the way to go. You need to
work on your new technique in dry fire – exten-
sively – before you practice it with live ammo.
All live fire at this point is going to cause is frus-
tration and reinforcement of bad habits. Any
time you contemplate a change in your tech-
nique – I’m not going to say invariably but cer-
tainly mostly – it’s always going to come back to
extensive dry fire practice first.

As you dry fire, don’t try to overanalyze what
you’re doing. Just do it. Your subconscious mind is
a lot smarter than your conscious mind. Just put
the gun out there, right hand only, left hand only,
watch the sights, squeeze the trigger. Do it again.
And again. And again. Day after way, week after
week. Dry fire, dry fire, dry fire. What you’re going
to find, to start, is the gun doesn’t come up
aligned, when you do get the sights aligned they
wobble all over the place, the trigger pull jerks the
sights. Do it some more. In short order you’re
going to find the gun coming to rest with the sights
aligned, the wobble zone is considerably less and
doesn’t change when you drop the hammer. Obvi-
ously you’re doing something different. Probably a
whole lot of things different. Does it matter what
those things are, or that you know what they are?
Or does it only matter that what you’re doing now
works? Accept that what you’re now doing works
and drive on.
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